Are you an entrepreneurial teacher?

Are you looking for tools and methods
to use in your classroom?
Project co-funded by

Join the Community of Teachers
Using the Virtual Guide to
Entrepreneurial Learning
Developed in the framework of one of the largest entrepreneurship education
initiatives in Europe (The Entrepreneurial School project), “The Virtual Guide to
Entrepreneurial Learning” is a practical and useful tool for teachers in primary,
secondary and vocational schools.
The Guide includes more than 125 entrepreneurial tools and methods. You can also
find examples of good practices, quality framework documents and assessment tools
that help to apply entrepreneurial learning in any subject area and for any age group.
All the tools and methods in the Guide are presented and recommended by
teachers for teachers. The Guide is available in 9 languages so far - Danish,
English, Finnish, Greek, Italian, Norwegian, Portuguese, Polish and Slovak.

Join our community! Write a review!
Share your experiences and ideas!

www.tesguide.eu

What can you do with the Guide?
Tools and Methods

Here you can find tools
and methods to support
entrepreneurial teaching and
learning. They can be used from
primary level to upper secondary
schools and in initial teacher
training.

Schools and Good
Practice

In this section, you can find
selected Good Practice Schools
and Case Study Schools with
examples of visions, plans, job
descriptions and frameworks to
learn from and to use in your own
school.

Policy and Strategy

Here you can find the most recent
European policy documents
on entrepreneurial learning,
together with strategy and
research documents published by
national governments and other
institutions.

Go to the “Tools and Methods” section and
search according to age level, subject area,
teaching issues or learning outcomes. Read
the tools’ description and get inspiration from
the reviews that teachers like you published
on the Guide after using each tool and
method!

Find out more about entrepreneurship
activities in other countries. Have a look
at good practice schools; read the case
studies; find examples of visions, plans and
framework you can use in your own school.

Go to the “Policy and Strategy” and have
a look into international documents and
researches on entrepreneurial learning.
Find the most important strategy and policy
documents on entrepreneurial learning at the
European or national level.

You and Your School

In this part, you can find two
web-based tools: one is a
self-assessment for teachers
in primary, secondary and
vocational school; the second one
is a quality checklist for schools.

The Guide provides you with relevant tools
to assess your entrepreneurial teaching
and check the quality of the entrepreneurial
activities of your school.

Last but not least, once you create your account, you can use the Guide to write a review for
the tools and methods available on the Guide and to share your experiences, best practices
and ideas!

www.tesguide.eu

“The TES Guide is an important tool
to spread entrepreneurial learning
around Europe, especially in
countries where we need to do more
in order to prepare our students to
be competent in a globalized world”.

“I very much liked the variety of tools
and methods available to use in the
Virtual Guide. What I appreciated
most is the international dimension of
the project. It is a unique opportunity
to see how others are working in
entrepreneurial learning”.

Teacher from Italy

Teacher from Poland

The creative cards are very well explained
and structured, containing creative activities
to entice problem solving and innovation skills,
helping students to think out of the box, while
providing teamwork and flexibility skills. One
of the hardest things for a teacher to manage
to get students to do is to brainstorm, as when
we say brainstorm it is too vague for students.
These cards help students develop techniques
to mind-map and identify problems in greater
depth, recycle failure and find alternative
solutions.
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